NEW! PSYCHOLOGY Streaming Video Collection
21,500 VIDEO CLIPS / 1,600

FULL-LENGTH VIDEOS

/

AND

GROWING!

INCLUDES:
Abnormal Psychology
Applied Psychology
Biological Psychology
Cognitive Psychology
Developmental Psychology
Gender & Sexuality
Introduction to Psychology
Social Psychology
Give your psychology faculty and their students convenient
24/7 access to more than 1,600 relevant films segmented into
clips—perfect for lecture launchers and in-class use.
Explore the inner workings of the human mind from classic
Piaget to today’s groundbreaking theories of what makes us tick.
Now your entire department can enjoy unlimited access to this
collection of outstanding documentaries, lectures, and educational
videos from BBC, Films for the Humanities & Sciences, PBS,
Open University, and hundreds of independent filmmakers and
archival sources—many available exclusively on Films On Demand.

• Conveniently segmented for lecture
and in-class use
• Unlimited access from any location—
on campus or off
• More than 1,600 educational videos,
lectures, and documentaries from
top producers
• Captions, interactive transcripts,
citations, Google Translate, and more
• New videos added at no additional cost
• Easily embed videos into Blackboard,
Moodle, or other CMS
• iPad, PC, Mac, and Android friendly

Once you find the clips you need, use the custom playlist
tool or embed code to provide instant access for students
through your online course management system.

Use the powerful search and browse
tools to find the perfect titles and clips
for lectures and assignments.

For your entire department
www.InfobaseLearning.com/Trial

1-800-322-8755
fax: 1-646-349-9687
call:

CollegeOnline@InfobaseLearning.com
www.InfobaseLearning.com

21,500 video clips, 1,600 full-length videos—
and growing. Ask your librarian for a FREE TRIAL!

NEW! PSYCHOLOGY Streaming Video Collection
Here’s a sampling of new and most-viewed programs from these respected producers:

Into the Mind

Developmental Psychology

In this three-part series, host Michael Mosley investigates
groundbreaking psychology experiments that are now considered classics in the field. Delving into CIA thought control
projects, tests on children, and brain surgery blunders, Into
the Mind traces the history of experimental psychology from
its dubious beginnings through to the profound new understanding it has yielded of emotions, free will, and the mind
itself. A BBC Production.

Child Development Theorists:
Freud to Erikson to Spock…and Beyond
Offers an entertaining and enlightening introduction to
the major child development theorists.

Gender & Sexuality
New! Bacha Posh: You Will Be a Boy,
My Daughter

Science Books & Films “Best of 2012” list
Recommended by Educational Media Reviews Online, Video
Librarian, and NSTA Recommends.

Abnormal Psychology
New! Are All Men Pedophiles? An Inquiry
into Human Sexuality and Its Expression
This controversial documentary argues that pedophilia is not
unnatural; criminal and immoral, yes, at different times and
in different places, but not unnatural.

New! Faceless: Inside a Psychiatric Ward
Learn the realities of life in a mental hospital while following
patients through its claustrophobic landscape of uncertainty
and anguish.
Official Selection, Big Sky Documentary Film Festival, 2012

Hope for the Alcoholic: Scientific Breakthroughs
This program shows why a comprehensive approach is best
for getting alcoholism under control.

Madness: A History
Follow the long, often grim road towards understanding
and treating mental illness.

New! There’s No 3G in Heaven:
Addressing Teen Suicide
The story of an Australian community that, after a string of
teen suicides, strives to prevent such tragedies in the future.

Applied Psychology
The Experiment: Power, Behavior,
and Identity under Duress
This acclaimed four-part series updates the controversial
1971 Stanford Prison Experiment and explores different
aspects of the interplay between the study’s prisoners and
guards, yielding insights that can be extrapolated to shed
light on the social psychology of society in general.

Examining an old Afghani tradition, bacha posh, this program
follows four girls who temporarily became the sons their
parents longed for.

Facing Evil

Becoming Me: The Gender Within

Bill Moyers offers an unusual series of personal testimonies
on the persistent question of the relationship between
good and evil.

Five transgendered individuals speak openly about what
it has meant to them to be transgendered.

New! False Memories: Skepticism, Susceptibility,
and the Impact on Psychotherapy

Ads aimed at girls ages eight to 12 use an increasing level
of sexuality. Are advertisers contributing to notions of
“girl power” or to harmful self-images?

This film shows how Dr. Elizabeth Loftus challenged the
1990s trend of memory “recovery” even as she enriched
the study of memory in contemporary psychology.

Biological Psychology
The Biological Mind
This three-part series combines case histories with expert
commentary to explore the mind/body connection as it relates
to chronic stress, depression, and anxiety.

New! Face Recognition
Explores facial perception and facial blindness with commentary from renowned prosopagnosia researcher Dr. Vicki Bruce.

Cognitive Psychology
How Does Your Memory Work?

Buying into Sexy: The Sexing Up of Tweens

Introduction to Psychology
Obedience and Ethics: Benefits and Costs
of Psychological Conformity Studies
This program grapples with thorny ethical issues arising from
psychological research into obedience and conformity.

Minds on the Edge: Facing Mental Illness—
A Fred Friendly Seminar
This seminar addresses America’s ability to help the mentally
ill through hypothetical scenarios role-played and analyzed
by distinguished panelists.
Winner (Public Affairs programming),
Mental Health America 2010 Media Award

Social Psychology

Exploring the mechanisms of human recollection, this
program studies Alzheimer’s disease, the hippocampi, and
the use of propranolol to treat post-traumatic stress disorder.
A BBC Production.

Bandura’s Social Cognitive Theory:
An Introduction

Classical and Operant Conditioning

The Good Soldier

This program clearly explains, discusses, and illustrates the
theories of Pavlov and Skinner, while also including modern
research using animal subjects and leading to human
implications.

Examines how four decorated combat veterans grapple
simultaneously with their duty and their own humanity.
2010 Emmy Award—
Outstanding Historical Programming
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This program introduces students to the vocabulary and
methods of Albert Bandura.
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